Light weight flexible structures subjected to aeroelastic conditions need to be analyzed only for time independent stability conditions (Bisplinghoff et al. 1955) . Similar viscoelastic structures, on the other hand, exhibit degradations in time of moduli as well as of failure properties and are subject to different stability criteria and additional survivability consideration in time absent from equivalent elastic problems
Polymer matrix composites have become the structural materials of choice because of their light weight and relatively high failure stresses which produce very attractive strength to weight ratios. Even though their initial behavior is elastic, composites and metals at elevated temperatures require viscoelastic stress-strain and failure analyses. At these conditions elastic analyses are inadequate because they fail to take into account material property degradation time dependencies of moduli and failure stresses. Some failure mechanisms observed in composites are substantially different from those observed in metals (Dillard & Brinson 1983 , Hiel et al. 1991 , Lifshitz & Rotem 1970 , Phoenix 1979 , Phoenix & Tierney 1982 , Watson & Smith 1985 as delamination is a phenomenon unique to composites. From a design analysis point of view, one needs only to consider delamination onset because at that stage a structure has for all practical purposes failed, particularly if it is a light weight flight structure. Dillard & Brinson (1983) have formulated an expression for the temperature, moisture and time dependency of uniaxial composite failure stresses and Hilton & Yi (1993) have presented an extensive review of available experimental composite failure data. Using such data, they have formulated deterministic and stochastic delamination failure analyses. Experimental results indicate that uniaxial deterministic delamination onset stresses in tension and shear obey laws of the type
(1) (Lindquist 1994) , leading to probabilities of failure P (t) given by
with material property parameters α and β and u * a combined load dependent variable defined by Hilton & Ariaratnam (1994) as a function of the applied and failure stress invariants. The time t LF corresponding to the largest value of P at a point x i = c i in a structure is the life time or survival time. It is defined by
This investigation is limited to a sensitivity analysis of deterministic and stochastic delamination onset conditions in composite plates due to panel flutter conditions. Statistical experimental results for composite relaxation or creep functions seem nonexisting in the literature, and a stochastic stress-strain analysis along the formulations of Hilton et al. (1991) for real viscoelastic composites is, therefore, unrealizable at this time. In order to isolate probabilistic survival phenomenon only failure stresses will be considered random, while all other parameters such as geometry, temperature, moisture, applied loads, material properties (moduli) are taken as deterministic. Composite plates no longer present a simple homogeneous and isotropic classical stability problem, since they are subject to delamination failures in addition to instability. Furthermore, because its various ply orientations make up the cross section, composite plates become nonhomogeneous as well as anisotropic (Christensen 1982 , Hilton 1964a , Hilton & Dong 1964b . The delamination onset criterion must, therefore, account for the combined effects of bending, shear, compressive and interlaminar stress conditions of the plate.
Viscoelastic failure stresses and moduli decrease in time, while plate bending and shear stresses, strains and deformations may increase or decrease with time. In the present paper, probabilities for time dependent delaminations are analyzed using the experimentally determined delamination probability distributions reported by Hiel et al. (1991) and the invariant stochastic combined failure stress approach developed by Hilton & Ariaratnam (1994) . If sufficient time is allowed to elapse then viscoelastic plates will eventually either succumb to panel creep flutter or delaminate, depending on which takes place first. This phenomenon introduces an additional concept foreign to elastic analysis, namely a deterministic or probabilistic survival time for the structure and/or its components.
Consider a rectangular plate of constant thickness h and dimensions a b in a Cartesian coordinate system x = x i (i = 1, 2, 3) with an air velocity U ∞ in the x 1 -direction. At constant temperature and moisture and without aging effects, the general anisotropic viscoelastic constitutive relations are given by (Christensen 1982 , Hilton 1964a , Hilton & Dong 1964b 
The governing relation for a viscoelastic plate
in plane force due to length change
pressure on plate (t) are the material independent inplane applied tractions and the kernels φ * and φ represent distinct relaxation functions. Deterministic elastic problems have been extensively analyzed by Dowell et al. (1988 Dowell et al. ( , 1995 and are represented by a similar relation to (5) without time integrals in the first and third terms and with relaxation moduli replaced by Young's and Poisson's ratio.
An approximate solution to Eq. (5) is
which satisfies the boundary conditions for a panel with two simply supported and two free sides. Garlekin's method can be used to approximately solve Eq. (5) with finite values of N . It consists of minimizing the error e(x 1 , t) between exact and approximate solutions given by
by calculating the virtual work of the system and thus yielding
resulting in N number of simultaneous nonlinear integro-differential relations in the unknown amplitude functions A n (t). Similar expressions have been developed for 2-D bending. Fig. 1 is a montage of deflection responses and failure conditions. In this stable viscoelastic flutter condition, the panel deflection and its maximum amplitude are seen to be at first as quasi simple harmonic motion with constant amplitudes in the manner of an equivalent elastic plate. As time progresses viscoelastic dissipation decreases amplitudes causing their eventual decay, but not before they reach the time degraded failure condition and causing delamination at a specific survival time. Fig. 2 depicts the corresponding probabilities at various structural temperatures for typical composite panels. As temperatures increase, viscoelastic time actions accelerate producing higher failure probabilities at shorter survival times. However, the absence of elastic flutter does not guarantee that viscoelastic flutter will not occur as material time dependence alters phase relations between stress and displacements in even linear problems (Hilton 1957 , Hilton & Vail 1993a . Preliminary results indicate that panel flutter, failure probabilities and survival times are sensitive to some, but not all, viscoelastic material parameters.
The present analysis paves the way for flight vehicle designers to predict failure probabilities and survival times of creeping structures. It is of direct application to missiles because of their one flight performance for a specified length of time, but also applies to airplane wing panels. An accurate and detailed determination of panel deflections w(x, t) involves viscoelastic finite element analyses, such as those of Zak (1967) , Taylor et al. (1970) and Yi & Hilton (1994) . However, for the purposes of panel flutter analysis the approximate expression of Eq. (6) combined with Garlekin's method is of sufficient accuracy, since the entire panel is considered and the spatial integrals of Eqs. (8) smooth out such possible local inaccuracies in w(x, t). 
